Cosentini Associates (www.cosentini.com), a Tetra Tech company, is seeking a dynamic and energetic senior level Code Consultant and Fire Protection Engineer to join the growing San Diego, California Code Consulting and Fire Engineering Practice. Cosentini is an international engineering firm specializing in building systems design for a range of projects, including office and residential buildings, laboratories, academic and government facilities, museums, tenant interiors and more.

About this opportunity:
As a Senior Code Consultant and Fire Protection Engineer, you will:
• Apply your engineering and consulting expertise on exciting and challenging projects.
• Work with some of the top engineers in the field, gaining additional skills and expertise while building your reputation and career.
• Work with junior staff to manage and develop project deliverables
• Mentor junior engineers
• Develop new and maintain existing clients
• Be instrumental in the development of a Code Consulting Practice in Southern California

What’s so great about this job?
• Opportunity to join a code consulting and fire engineering group in the youth of its development
• Autonomy to direct career and practice growth and development
• Responsibility for technical engineering work and business financials
• Apply your diverse skillset, developing innovative solutions for signature buildings in this strong market.

Cosentini Code has an exciting and growing portfolio of work with both internal and external clients. There is significant growth potential for the candidate who obtains this position, with access to a market-leading compensation and benefits package. Such growth opportunities may include development of additional markets or progression to Senior Leadership in San Diego Markets. Our team has worked hard to foster an environment of responsiveness, efficiency, accountability, and fun.

What kind of candidate are we looking for?
• B.S. or M.S. in Fire Protection Engineering or related engineering field
• P.E. in Fire Protection Engineering
• 4-10 years of professional experience in a consulting engineering role
• Substantial depth and breadth of consulting engineering experience in performance based design, fire modeling, egress modeling, smoke control, fire alarm design and fire suppression system design.
• Ready knowledge of Local Building and Fire Codes specifically the California Building Code and significant experience in building and fire code application, negotiation with authorities having jurisdiction
• Experience in business development, marketing, selling and client relationship development and maintenance

To be successful, candidate must have:
• Ability to manage and deliver engineering work on multiple projects for numerous clients
• Strong desire and passion for mentoring and development of junior staff
• Consistent project management skills
• Experience with the business side of consulting including proposal development, billing and collection
• Exceptional intra-personal skills and a desire to have fun
• Strong problem solving and critical thinking skills

Why join Cosentini Code?
With a reputation for innovation and responsiveness in the design and construction industry, Cosentini Code offers a differentiated, full-service solution that rivals our competition. With a practice that is purposefully not top-heavy with corporate load, we are positioned to offer the level of service that our clients have come to expect in a very competitive, yet profitable manner. Void of unnecessary interoffice titles, we compensate our team members based on their contributions to our bottom line profitability rather than years of service or intermediary positions. As part of the Tetra Tech family of companies, we are home to some of the best minds in the country, including nationally renowned subject matter experts. Tetra Tech employs approximately 14,000 people with more than 330 offices worldwide.

“Cosentini Associates/Tetra Tech, Inc. is an equal opportunity employer. We invite resumes from all interested parties including, women, minorities, veterans, and persons with disabilities.”